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Is there any way to solve this issue? Any help
would be appreciated. A: Your problem seems
to be caused by the minimum characters in a

regex replace: s.sub(re.compile(r"^(.*)
\d{2}$"), "\\1"), This won't work if there's

more than two spaces in your string, so you
have a couple of choices: Replace the spaces

with a hyphen and two spaces before
extracting the number. Remove the spaces so
as to allow at least two digits. If you replace
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the pattern for the leading space with "*(?=
\d{2}$)", it will be anchored to the start and
require at least two digits in the string, and

you can remove the space: s =
s.sub(re.compile(r"^ *(?= \d{2}$)"), "\\1") Or

use re.escape to make sure the space is a
literal space: s = s.sub(re.compile(r"^
\d{2}$"), "\\1") Review: The Ludovico

Technique The Ludovico technique is named
after Guido Vercelli, the nineteenth century

doctor and “crazy scientist” who in 1890
invented the first “Psychological Torture

Method” at the end of the 19th Century in his
book, “De ludus mentale”. Through his book,
Vercelli described the methods he developed
to “Psychological Torture”, which are rather
effective and can be performed in an hour.
Vercelli established that it is possible to use

techniques of pain to get information. This led
the Western world to believe that only a few

repressive regimes could have torturing
methods, but in fact, the so-called “Normal”
country, Germany, used a protocol based on
psychological torture at the time of the First
World War. Vercelli’s method was based on
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the application of mental and physical torture
to the victim. Indeed, the method consists in

first inducing severe pain (what kind?), in
order to force the victim to explain a state of
mental preoccupation. And for this, Vercelli

puts into the “bark” a tool as thick as a finger
and in the end, the tool must be violently

pressed against the wall,
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